LRC TRANSFORMATION

During the past three years, the U.S. Army Sustainment Command and the U.S. Army Materiel Command have integrated installation logistics in AMC’s Materiel Enterprise. Hence, these activities are now formally recognized as Logistics Readiness Centers supporting 77 Army and other-than Army installations.

ASC, as AMC’s operational arm, manages the LRCs through its Army Field Support Brigades.

With this transformation and additional capabilities, ASC can access the full might of the Materiel Enterprise to provide the Soldier with the right equipment, on time and in good condition, as well as supply premier support services both at home and in the field.

U.S. Army Sustainment Command
ATTN: AMSAS-PA
1 Rock Island Arsenal
Rock Island, IL 61299-5000
Phone: (309) 782-5421
Fax: (309) 782-5011

PROVIDING our FORCES with the DECISIVE EDGE!

www.aschq.army.mil
http://www.facebook.com/ArmySustainmentCommand
http://www.flickr.com/photos/army_sustainment_command/
http://www.youtube.com/ascpaohq
Benefits to the Army
● Reduces redundancy
● Improves contract management
● Standardizes processes
● Enhances quality and visibility of services

Benefits to the Soldier
● Service to the Line/OnTime
● ISO of a CONUS-Based, Deployable Army

Supply/Services
* Food service
* Ammunition supply
* Clothing Issue Facility/Clothing Initial Issue Point
* Hazardous Material
* Bulk Fuel
* Laundry and Dry Cleaning
* Asset Management

Transportation
* Personal property/Household Goods/Non-Temporary Storage
* Passenger Travel
* Non-Tactical Vehicles
* Freight
* Rail

Materiel Maintenance
* Garrison Equipment
* Tactical Equipment/Pass Back

Providing home station sustainment and power projection support